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Speaking of superior races .
.
Every wheel that rolls on the buttle-
fielci turns in a polished hearing race,
ruggedly huilt to take the terrific shock
of combat service.
To withstand such punishment, bear-
ing races must be liardened by heat-
treatment. Hard and soft spots occa-
sionally occur. Such races may fail— at
times when failure means disaster.
Recognizing the vital need. Westing-
house Research Engineers P. H. Brace
and (". S. Williams set to work to develop
a quick, sure method of detecting these
flaws.
Their ingenious electromagnetic flaw-
detector is based upon the fundamental
law that the permeabilitii of a heat-treated
steel part varies with the degree of
hardness.
In actual practice, BraceandWilliams
first ciimphtcli/ demagnetize the bearing
race under test. Next it is rapidly rotated
and strongly magnetized. While the race
is still turning at high speed its magnetic
fiekl is explored with a specially designed
electromagnetic "pick-up."
Variations in the magnetic field of the
bearing race, due to hard or soft sijots,
induce feeble currents in the pick-up
system. These currents are amplified and
shown on a cathode-ray oscilloscope.
A uniformly heat-treated bearing race
traces a luminous straight line on the
oscilloscope screen. Faulty heat-treating
shows up as a pattern of hills and valleys.
The Brace-Williams electromagnetic
flaw-detector is now being used commer-
cially— a typical example of Westing-
house f/cc/ro/i icsat irorlc. It assures quality
in millions of bearing races for our armed
forces, to keep 'em rolling on to victory!
• • *
What Brace and Williams did— by
employing Westinghouse "know how"
to develop the magnetic flaw detector
—
many young Westinghouse scientists are
now doing in other fields of fundamental
research.
Today, they are helping to solve the
technical problems of modern warfare.
Tomorrow, they will tackle the job of
building a better world for all of us.
Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur-
ing Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
ELECTRONIC FINGERPRINTS—Westinghouse
Kisearch Eiiyiiiecr C S. Williams deraon-
.strates the priiiiiple of tlie electromagnetic
flaw-deteitur. Hani spots in the steel test
piece show up as an irregular line on the
oscilloscope screen. Williams joined Westing-
house after receiving his B. S. in Electrical
Engineering at Northwestern University.
Westinghouse
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Frontispiece . . .
Funnels, not for ships hut tor sohents,
the.se ve.s.sels recover vohitile tiiiids used in
proce.ssing Micarta, from whicli aie made
helmets, airplane piille\s. and otlier plastic
forms.
— (Courtesy If i stint/house.
Cover . . .
The 00-ton dipper of a .Maiion-hiiilt
electric shovel, as big as any in the world
and operated by the Midland Electric Coal
Co., is shown with its crew (atop cab) near
Middlegroove, 111., where its strips nearly
one million tons of earth a month from
coal fields. (leneral Electric motors, gen-
erators and amplid\ne control equipment
enable the shovel to scoop vip a freight-
car load of dirt in 50 seconds' time. ((Jut
Courtesy Ceneral Elcilric).

Problems in Testing Plastics
By W. N. FINDLEY
Associate in llwoiflictil and Applied Mechanics
The introduction of plastics as an engineering material
has brought to the testing engineer a multituiie ot new
headaches, because there are a number of variables which
aie of extreme importance in the testing of jilastics but
are relatively unimportant in the testnig of metals. Some
of the most important of these variables are temperature,
relative humidity, and speed of testing.
A machinist who was given the job of turning a speci-
men from a sheet of plastic made from laminated paper
had a lot of trouble. His lathe tool gouged and chipped
the plastic so that the specimen was anything but round.
The job gave him a bad day, so that he remarked: "Some
people are going too far in trying to make everything out
of plastics—especially test specimens! Why the stuff never
was designed to be tested in the first place."
This raises a question as to why tests are made. Are
tests made only because purchasing agents request them?
There are two main reasons for conducting mechanical
tests of materials. The first of these is to provide reliable
design data for use in designing machines, structures, or
household articles to resist breakage or excessive deforma-
tion. A second reason for conducting mechanical tests of
materials is to provide a means of inspecting the quality
of a material or product and thus to control its uniformity
The problem of testing materials to fulfill either of the
above conditions requires that all variable factors must be
controlled which might alter the results of tests. Thus
it becomes necessary to study the effect of all variables
which influence the results of tests. The effect of variables,
such as temperature, humidity, speed of testing, etc. should
be thoroughly studied for all materials in order that methods
of testing may be made to give reproducable results. In-
formation on the effect of such variables is needed in order
to take such variations into account in the design of parts
that are being subjected to wide variations in conditions
of service.
Types of mechanical tests may be divided into two
broad classifications. The first is a utility or non-standard
type of test designed to indicate that a given fabricated
part is acceptable or is not acceptable. A second type of
mechanical test consists of controlled laboratory tests de-
signed to pro\ide basic information on the behavior of the
material under loads. A third type of test is intended to
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piovide data for design purposes and ma\' ha\e little bearing
on basic properties of the material. Kxamples of informa-
tion of the latter type are the bearing strength and shearing
strength of materials as used in riveted joints. To provide
such data a test may be made of a structure simulating
a riveted joint and the rivet shear and rivet bearing strength
may be determined from this test.
"Hasic" iiifoiniation on the behavior of plastics inuier
loads together with design data of "non-basic" type is
needed because of the application of plastics in parts re-
quiring strength. Some applications in which plastics are
used in aircraft for resisting loads instead of purely decora-
ti\e purposes are as follows: aircraft wing tips, propellers,
landing flaps, control tabs, windows, giuuier's turrets,
engine cowlings, antenna masts, and numerous small parts.
Other applications requiring strength are in screens for
windows and strainers, pumps and piping for chemicals,
parts of electrical relays, punches and il>es for forming
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bending may develop cracks which grow gradually until
fracture takes place. These cracks may occur at repeated
stresses which are much less than would be required to
cause fracture under a single loading. A progressive frac-
ture resulting from repeated loading is called fatigue.
The Effect (if Temperature (iiul Humidity
Plastics are comnioiil\' classified into two groups ac-
cording to their reaction to heat. The first group, calletl
thermoplastic, can be rcpcatcilly softened on heating and
hardened on cooling. The second group, thermo-setting
materials, undergo a chemical change under heat and pres-
sure which causes the material to become permanentl>'
hard and infusable. As might be expected thermoplastic
materials are much more sensitive to small changes in
temperature than thermo-setting materials. The effect of
temperature changes on the iiroperty of a thermo-setting
material, meth\l methacrylate (Lucite), under both tension
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the sample approaches equilibrium with the relative hii-
iiiiiiity ot the testing room. The decrease in weight of the
dried specimens be\ond 1,000 hr. is due to some unex-
plained change in the material. It is apparent that for
materials of this type representative test residts can be ob-
tained only if a period of time about two or three weeks
is allowed for conditioning of the material in an atmo-
sphere of constant temperature and constant relative hu-
midity.
Some thermo-plastic materials are, however, quite in-
sensitive to changes in humidit\'. Polystrene and methyl-
metliacr\Iate (Lucite) are examples of materials having
relatively low response to changes in humidity. Thermo-
setting materials show effects similar to that shown for
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WIND TUNNELS VITAL
. . . in Airplane Testing
Wind tunnels at American aerodynamic laboratories
often test Army and Navy planes more quickly, better and
more easily than human test pilots, Dr. Everett W.
Thatcher, co-ordinator of civilian pilot training at Union
College, Schenectady, declared in a General Electric Science
Forum address in collaboration with the L . S. Army Air
Forces.
Dr. Thatcher paid tribute to the fine work being done
by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, which
last year received appropriations of more than eleven million
dollars from Congress. The NACA maintains a big re-
search laboratory at Langley Field, Va., another one at
Moffett Field, Calif., and one at Cleveland, Ohio. Other
wind tunnel laboratories are maintained by the Army Air
Force near Dayton, Ohio; by the Navy, and by some of
the large aircraft manufacturers. A few universities and
technical schools also have them, according to Dr. Thatcher.
"A wind tunnel is a tunnel, big enough to hold an air-
plane, in which a powerful wind is generated by propellers,"
Dr. Thatcher pointed out. "It is used for testing the fly-
ing characteristics of airplanes and models of planes. One
of the new NACA installations has a wind tuiuiel that
goes up to more than 500 miles an hour."
"The flow of air in a wind tunnel can be charted with
smoke and photography," the speaker explained. "Of course,
there are many types of wind tunnels of different sizes.
"A wind tunnel is entirely enclosed. You might say
that the passage of air in a wind tunnel is a closed circuit.
After air has passed by the plane being tested, it is guided
back and blown through again. That is the best way to
build up a tremendous wind blast and control it.
"Turbulent air currents are different from normal air
currents, and often have a different effect on an airplane.
But great progress has been made in recent years in smooth-
ing out the air flow in wind tunnels. Then, too, there is
the factor of air density.
"For example, if a half-size airplane is being testetl,
it would not be subject to the same type of air flow as a
fidl-sized airplane in the same air. Engineers solve the
problem of compressing the air to twice normal density
if they are testing a half-size model. In this way, they
can duplicate fidl-scale effects by changing the density of
the air according to the size of the model.
"To test the behavior of a full-size ship flying in a
high altitude, the air in the tunnel can be 'thinned-out' by
creating a partial vacuum. Workers in these etra-dense
or extra-thin atmospheres have to go through decompression
chambers just like satidhogs in tunnel construction."
Dr. Thatcher said that the airplane is held firmly by
one or more supporteis that extend down to a workroom
directly below the wind tunnel. The force of the various
effects of the air stream on the model are measured ac-
curately by recording scales.
Engineers can predict an airplane's ordinary fl\ing be-
havior from these measurements. Dr. Thatcher continued.
There also is a gadget to measure how the flow of air has
been disturbed by the airplane. This is called the wake
survey apparatus, and hangs right behind the ship, he ex-
plained.
The place where the airship is tested is an open space.
Right in front of the plane, the tunnel narrows down like
a huge funnel. Right behind the plane, the tunnel picks
up the air again with a flared opeiu'ng.
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The machine being tested is right in the full blast of
the wind, according to Dr. Thatcher.
"1 here are smaller wind tunnels for special purposes,
such as high-velocity tuiuiels for studying propellers," he
pointed out. "The new super-sonic tunnels ha\e a speed
of more than lUOO miles an hour. And then, there are
vertical tuiuiels for testing the spinning characteristics of
small models."
"This wind tunnel work is not only important," Dr.
Thatcher asserted, "it is vital in securing the most efficient
aircraft for the Air Forces and well worth the cost and
trouble. Now that we are at war — and long before, for
that matter — the main emphasis has been on fighting
aircraft for the Army and Navy."
One of the purposes of the wind tunnel is to give a
positive check on the design of American airplanes, the
speaker explained.
"You see," Dr. Thatcher explained, "an airplane can
be planned by the best scientific brain in the \\-orld and
appear perfect on paper, but the only way to check up on
it, as with an automobile, a ship, or any other mechanical
device, is by use.
"Testing is done b>- test pilots, but often it is quicker,
better and easier to make these tests at an aerodynamic
laboratory."
He said that before a new t\pe of airplane goes into
production, before a full-sized one has even come out of
the factroy, the designers take a model of the projected
ship and test it in the wind tunnels. In this way. Dr.
Thatcher said, engineers know that an airplane is pretty
close to being aerodynamically right before it has even been
built.
"The main purpose of the wind tunnel is the elimina-
tion of drag," Dr. Thatcher continued. "We might call
it the entire burden that must be overcome by the thrust
of the propeller as the ship moves through the air."
He commented on one of the parasite drags.
"In a high-speed ship, even the smallest irregularity of
the surface can cause a lot of skin friction," he said. "At
Langley Field it was foimd that a coat of spray paint on
the wing surface of a transport ship at 225 miles an hour
decreased the ship's performance a great deal. In effect,
it robbed the transport of 91 horsepowers as compared
with a smoothly polished wing surface.
"The same thing applies to rivets, joints, knobs, and
so forth, although you do not see any unnecessary pro-
jections like those on high-speed planes any more. Even
fine grain sand, only five ten-thousandths of an inch, was
founil to exert a noticeable drag when put on a wing
surface."
Nowadays, engines are always enclosed in a metal
cowling devised by the NACA, Dr. Thatcher declared.
By reducing the air resistance caused b\ the engine, and
presenting a smoother surface to the air, the speed has been
increased many miles an hour.
And the NACA also worked out a wing-shape formula
that is just about universal the world over," the speaker
added.
Dr. Thatcher said in conclusion that "as far as we
know, no nation on earth can match the eqiu'pment and
aeronautical research that go into the job of making Ameri-
can fighter planes and bombers the fastest and best ships
in the air.
"
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Ervery hrathh of the Armed Services uses the telephone. Nn. 2 ofa series, Submarine.
JTive thousand miles from home Bill —Torpedoman— is keeping a date. Weeks of waiting, days of
watching, hours of hiding under the sea, all for the moment when he reports over his wartime telephone,
"All tubes ready, sir!" There'll be other dates. Bill— better ones— in the kind of world you're fighting for.
Western Electric
IN PEACE. ..SOURCE OF SUPPLY FDR THE BELL SYSTE
IN WAR. ..ARSENAL OF COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT.
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A-C Tractors and Bulldozers help
build roads and air fields.
WA^
Allis-Chalmers equipment helps
make cloth for Army and Navy.
Metal for Bullets, Machine Guns, Planes . . .Water Suppj
for Cities —flow from Allis-Chalmers Equipment!
BULLET LEAD for Night Fighters is mined and
refined with the help of Allis-Chalmers
equipment.
So is steel for guns
—
aluminum for wings
!
And great pumps which deliver tons of pre-
cious water to America's cities are also among
the 1,600 Allis-Chalmers products.
The thousands of Allis-Chalmers employees
in 8 great plants are proud that their effort aids
production in every major U.S. industry.
And in 65 cities Allis-Chalmers engineers are
on call to help you produce more—not just with
new machines, but with machines now on hand!
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis. New Allis-Chalmers turbines
add I
U.S. Industry's growing power.
ALLI
OFFERS EVERY MANUFACTURER EQUIPMENT AND ENGINEERINGS
aECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT
STEAM AND
HYDRAULIC TURBINES
IR WATER
VICTORY NEWS
A New Fleet of Tugs is being built for
tlie U. S. Navy. Tlieir principle duty is long
towing of disabled vessels in rough seas.
The most powerful of their kind in the
world, most of the tugs will be driven by
Allis-Chalmers electrical propulsion equip-
ment. Their electrical equipment includes
Allis-Chalmers motors, generators and
control.
f^ Guide V
to
iVJorVime
Core of
t\ectric
Nlotors
New Handbook on Care of Motors. With
motors operating 108 hours a week instead
of 40 hours as formerly, most books oa
motor care are seriously out-of-date.
A new handbook entitled "A Guide to
Wartime Care of Electric Motors" has just
been published by Allis-Chalmers. It takes
a new slant at motor care and is of great
value to war plant engineers and mainte-
nance men, and particularly for training
new men. Tlte hook contains no advertising,
and is available upon request.
ter for Millions! Allis-Chalmers pumps help keep many of America's cities alive.
Rush A-C Tractors to World Battle-
fields. Thousands of gun-pulling Allis-
Chalmers track-tjTJe tractors will soon see
action in Russian and U.S. Forces overseas.
These tractors differ from Allis-Chalmers
regular commercial models only in addi-
tional equipment carried. The army ver-
sion of this tractor is also speeded up
somewhat over the commercial model.
FOR VICTORY
Buy United States War Bonds
u
WE WORK FOR
.VICTORY
\TION TO HELP INCREASE PRODUCTION IN THESE FIELDS...
PEACE
CHEMICAL PROCESS
EQUIPMENT
CRUSHING. CEMENT &
MINING MACHINERY
BOILER FEED
WATER SERVICE
POWER FARMING
MACHINERY
industrial TRACTORS
I
& ROAD MACHINERY
Our Societies
By BYRON M. ROBINSON, M. E. "44
A.S.M.E.
On Monday April 5, Paul Salerno and Walter Gailus
presented technical research papers on Ejector Pumps, and
Plastics, respccti\ely, to the A.S.M.E. in a competition,
the winner of which was Walter (jailus who was sent
to Northwestern University on April lU where he repre-
sented the L'niversity of Illinois b>- again presenting his
paper in competition against other mid-western college
winners.
PI TAU SIGMA
Fourteen students were initiated into Pi Tau Sigma
on Sunday April 11, at 5:30 p. m. At six o'clock, an
initiation banquet was held at the Inman hotel, with
Mr. M. J. Cjoglia as toastinaster. Welcome to the new
initiates and to guests was given by Steve Yurenka who
was answered by Carl Brown who spoke for the initiates.
Speaker for the evening was Mr. W. L. Abbott, who,
although now retired, was for fifty years the Chief Operat-
ing Engineer of Commonwealth Edison, and also a mem-
ber of the Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois.
Mr. Abbott spoke on the subject "Coal and the Hereafter."
TAU NU TAU
P"ormal intiation of five "sappers" was held Sunday
morning, March 28, at seven o'clock at the University
stables. No informal initiation was held this year as has
been the custom in the past. A regular meeting was held
March 30 at Triangle fraternity. Prof. Jamison Vawter
was the guest speaker. He spoke on the construction of
bomb-proof shelters which is of special importance to the
military engineer. Due to difficulties brought on by the
war, plans for a maneuver have been dropped for this
semester.
A.S.C.E.
(^n April 1, in 319 Engineering Hall, Prof. H. E.
Babbitt spoke to the A.S.C.E. His topic was appropriateh'
"The April Fool. " The meeting was well attended, and
very entertaining. The following committee chairmen were
announced: Erwin Mueller, Program; Bill Ogden, At-
tentlance; Sheldon Leavitt, Publicit\ ; and Dick Webster,
Social.
SIGMA TAU
The current belief among L.A.S. and Commerce stu-
dents that engineers are not at home without a slide rule
was disproved at a Sigma Tau smoker on Sunday evening,
March 28, at the AKL fraternity house when actives and
rushecs let down their hair and demonstrated skills ranging
from P.E. stunts to threading needles in a good old
fashioned game of "Truth or Consequences." Facultymen
were stumped along with the rest on the stiff questions,
and everyone bravely suffered the consequences. During
the first week in May, the annual spring initiation will
take place.
CHI EPSILON
The annual spring initiation of Chi Epsilon was held
on Tuesday evening, April 13, 1943 in the Union Building.
The following students became active members: Joseph V.
Dust, Neal Houbolt, Robert D. Mahan, Elmer L. Major,
Jr., and Robert A. Sproat.
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Dean Harvey Herbert Jordan was also initiated as an
lionorar\ member of the ciiapter. Dean Jordan first served
as an instructor in general engineering drawing at the
university from 1911-15 and as an associate from 1915 to
1917. He was appointed Assistant Dean of the College of
Engineering in 1917, holding this position until 1934. at
which time he became Associate Dean.
The spring picnic of Chi Epsilon will be held on Tues-
day afternoon, April 27, 1943, at Hessel Park. A Softball
game promises to be the main feature.
TAU BETA PI
Due to limitations caii.sed by the war, the spring initia-
tion banquet progressed from dinner in the Federal and
Gothic Rooms of the Union Building to the facidty lounge
for the after-dinner speeches.
The group initiated was: John A. Bell, Richard J.
Divilbiss, Lowell C. (jibson, Warren (joodell, Ralph (jreen-
berg, Sheldon Leavitt, (jordon McClure, Charles Mc\'ey,
Norman Millet, Erwin Mueller, Benjamin Muirheid,
Harold Schick, Emanuel Schnitzer, Harold Schwellensattl,
Robert Shapland, Carl Stabcn, Robert Tinner, Veikko
Viitanen, Burnham Walraven, Robert Whitaker, and Ro-
bert Wunder. Professor N. M. Newmark was initiated
for the Beta Chapter of New Jersey at Rutgers.
KERAMOS
Keramos held a smoker on Thursday, April 8, in the
L nion Building. Eight prospective members were invited
to the meeting. After Prof. R. K. Hursh reviewed the
history and benefits of the society, he showed slides of
ceramic plants that he has visited. Following this meeting,
the regular members discussed plans for pledging.
A.I.E.E.
On March 25, 1943, D. E. U. Condon, associate
director of the Westinghouse Research laboratories. East
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania gave an interesting lecture on
"Micro-Wave Electronics." Dr. Condon discussed the
use of radio waves at wave lengths between one meter and
one centimeter, the use of wave guides, and the laboratory
technique used for the study of these radio wa\es. The
lecture was sponsored jointly by the Urbana section, and
the student branch of the A.I.E.E. Members of the
A.S.C.E., A.S.M.E., and faculty and students of the
physics department attended the lecture.
S.B.A.G.S.
The new officers of S.B.A.C.S. for the year 1943-44
are as follows:
Gordon Johnson Pnsulfrit
Morris Klimboff lice President
Haraldur Asgeirsson Secretury
Jim Griffith Treasurer
A very interesting "Speaking Contest" was held on the
evening of March 30. The contestants, members of the
Student Branch, were judged on manner of presentation
as well as on material presented. Payson Shonkwiler's talk
on "Calcium-Aluminate Cements" was judged as the best
of the evening.
The annual convention of the American Ceramic So-
ciety was held in Pittsburgh on April 18 to 21st. The
m;un topic discussed was "The War and the Industry."
THE TEGHNOGRAPH
PATRIOTISM
a4id GOOD SENSE
O/ course every one is willing to do without the essential materials that
help win the war; everybody knows zinc and steel are among those
materials. And of course it is just good common sense to take care of the
things we have, including galvanized roofing, to make them last as long
as possible and give the best service.
HOW TO CONSERVE
GALVANIZED ROOFING
You'll find galvanized roofing of various types used
on all kinds of structures, on farms, in industrial
plants, in housing. It is a valuable material, and
vrith proper care it can be made to last a long, long
time; anyhow, until the war is over and necessary
replacement material is available.
3>a ^kU .
See that all the roof supports are in good shape. If
necessary renail and strengthen them, and replace
broken or rotted members.
/Jnd "IkU.
Then bring all the separate sheets into as close
alignment as possible. If moisture has a tendency
to creep through at the laps, lay a strand of asbestos
wicking between the sheets at the laps, and renail
the roofing with an approved type of zinc-coated
lead-seal special roofing nail with a drive-screw
shank. Stubborn lap openings can be effectively
closed with hardware screws.
AhA ^kU . . .
If any of the roofing is showing signs of rusting,
paint it with two coats of metallic zinc paint, (see
Federal Specifications TT-P-641) which will effec-
tively stop the rust and prevent further injury to
the roofing. In fact, the use of this remarkably good
paint, which can be readily made by any paint
manufacturer, will extend the life of galvanized
roofing almost indefinitely.
In "How To Make Galvanized Roofing Last Longer", a
booklet published by the Institute, complete and explicit
directions are given for all of the above operations.
Copies will be sent free upon request.
AMERICAN ZINC INSTITUTE
Incorporated.
60 East 42iid Street, New York, N. Y.
APRIL, 1943
Cahanized sheets constitute one
of the most popular forms of roof-
ing for farm buildings of all kinds.
Everything cortsidered, they are
also the most economical.
*^*'M»T!g«."
In industrial establishments
,
where efficiency and economy of
materials are of prime inipor-
tance. galvanized sheets are widely
used for various types of struc-
tures, from modest homes for em-
ployees to the largest of mana-
iacturin^ plants.
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Our Engineering Library
By PAUL SALERNO, M.E. '43
Tile cngiiu-eriiig studeins at the University ot Illinois
are fortunate to have access to a really fine library. The
Kngineering Library, located on the first floor of Engi-
neering Hall, contains more than 47,000 volumes. This
is increased at the rate of over 2,000 volumes each year.
The material available in our library may be divided
into the following groups:
1 ) Textbooks.
2) Engineering Handbooks. The library contains prac-
tically every engineering handbook published.
3) Reserve books for various courses.
4) Reference works, including such works as year
books, technical dictionaries in foreign languages
with definitions in English, biographical dictionaries,
and law books.
5) Magazines.
()) Publications of all the major engineering societies
and practical!) ail of the minor societies. This
group constitutes an important part of the library.
7) Experiment station bulletins from most of the
colleges in the country.
iS) Browsing collection of popular books.
9) Documents.
10) Foreign Publications.
Since every new development in the (ield of engineering
is first described in a technical journal, it is advisable for
the student to become acquainted with this type of pub-
lication. The library receives over 450 technical periodicals,
and bound volumes for any year may be obtained at the
desk. Current issues are found in a rack at the south end
of the room. Here also will be found the "Industrial Arts
Index," and the "Engineering Index." These indexes are
issued yearly and list all magazine articles on any particular
subject which was published during the year. Suppose,
for example, that one were interested in recent develop-
ments in the field of vacuum tubes. Looking in the 1942
issue of the "Industrial Arts Index," he will find references
to almost a hundred articles on this subject. About seventy
more recent articles, which were published during the
first three months of 1943 are listed in the current issue
of the index. The references are listed under various head-
ings, such as Control uses, Measurement uses, Industrial
applications, ScientiHc applications, Testing, etc.
The library contains an excellent collection of aero-
nautical literature. All books which are recommended for
Army and \avy air corps cadets are available. Any stu-
dent interested in aviation will find that he can obtain
practically any information he wishes, short of military
secrets, of course. "Aerosphere," an annual publication,
contains the latest information concerning planes, arma-
ment, and engines of all countries. In fact, this particular
book contains such important material that Uncle Sam
keeps a record of the names of all persons who purchase
it. Another authoritative reference book is Jane's "All the
World's Aircraft." The latest information pertaining to
all phases of aviation i. e. Civilian Pilot Training, military
pilot training, aircraft manufacturers, engines, planes, etc.,
can be found in the "Aircraft Yearbook." Jordanoff's
"Illustrated Aviation Dictionary" and many other books
are available. The aeronautical publications listed agove
are conveniently located at a desk in the northwest corner
of the library. Jane's "Fighting Ships," which contains
information on warships of the world in astonishing detail,
and the "Locomotive Cyclopedia" are also found here.
The library maintains a "New Book Table" upon
which are kept the very latest books received. Some of
the titles seen here at the present time are: "Plastics
Catalog," "Aircraft Instruments," "Aero Engineers
Manual," "Astro-Navigation," etc.
The library is an excellent place to study since it is
very quiet and possesses a very restful atmosphere. Reading
tables are located on the second floor as well as on the
main floor. Located here are boimd volumes of many
periodicals. A conference room is available where a group
of students may go to discuss problems.
Several exhibits and photographs of interest to engi-
neers are on display and an examination of these will be
profitable. One of the largest exhibits illustrates the pro-
duction and uses of alumimmi.
With all the advantages that our library offers, stu-
dents ought to make full use of it. The library will help
you make the most of your academic career and offers
opportimities which will probably not be available after
leaving school. Do not hesitate to ask for assistance be-
cause Miss Alseth and her staff are capable and willing to
help you.
INSTRUMENT MAKES BLIND PLANE
L.'XNDING POSSIBLE
By means of two sets of radio signals, a pilot can now
land when the ceiling is zero. The instrument contains
two pointers, one vertical and one horizontal, which cross
over a small dot on the dial when the course is correct.
Westinghouse engineers state that the radio signals sent
out from the field control the pointers. One signal keeps
the plane on the course leading to the field ; the other
signal keeps the plane on the correct gliding angle. The
instrument is shock-resistant, ultra-sensitive and immune to
temperatures 50 below to 130 degrees above zero.
reported saving time and material by applying hard-chrome
plating to the cutting edges of tools and punches. One
particular tool in use on all three shifts had to be ground
once or twice each shift or an average of four to tive grinds
per day. In addition to time lost, valuable steel was ground
sway each time. This same tool, after a .0002-inch chrome
film had been properly applied, performed perfectly for
seven three-shift da\s before regrinding and replating were
necessarv.
CHROME PLATED CUTTING EDGES
Production on war work has been speeded, tools pro-
duced through regular labor-management meetings at the
Westinghouse East Springfield works. One sub-committee
16
TWO WAYS TIN IS S.A.VED
j
We all have wondered how much tin is saved through
^
turning in our old toothpaste tubes. Authorities reveal
that during October these old tubes yielded SO tons of
tin. Westinghouse engineers also save tin through a new
plating process which is used, instead of the old dipping
method, in making tin plate.
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No matter how well a machine is designed in other respects it
cannot operate with maximum efficiency if its bearings are un-
equal to the tasks assigned to them.
For example, friction elimination is only one function of bearings
in modern mechanical equipment. Equally imperative and impor-
tant are ability to carry and control radial loads, thrust loads and
any combination of them ; to hold moving parts in correct and con-
stant alignment; and to adapt themselves to any condition of appli-
cation without the slightest reduction of efficiency in any respect.
Timken Tapered Roller Bearings have a success record covering
more than 44 years and embracing every kind of equipment used
in industry and transportation as well as modern weapons of war,
including tanks, trucks, armored cars, guns, airplanes and warships.
With a thorough knowledge of Timken
Bearings at your command you never will
be confronted with a bearing problem
you cannot solve. Begin to acquire this
knowledge now. Timken Bearing special-
ists will be glad to assist you. The Timken
Roller Bearing Company, Canton, Ohio.
TIMKEN
TAPIRID HOLLER BEARIHGS^
^^All there is in Bearings^^
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ACCELERATE TODAY'S WAR EFFORT
WITH Brown & Sharpe
1^ Precision Tools J|
Micrometers
Rules
Combination Squares
Bevel Protractors
Straight Edges
Squares
Vernier Tools
Gages
Dial Test Indicators
Speed Indicators
V Blocks
Calipers and Dividers
BROWN & SHARPE
TOOLS
PROBLEMS IN TESTING PLASTICS
( (Utnliniiid from F<ujc ')
)
creep in rlu- latter region li:ui a lower rate of creep than
at first.
The effect of different stresses on the creep of cellulose
acetate is better shown by a logarithmic plot, Figure 6, of
the stress against the rate of creep in the first region''.
This diagram is seen to represent a straight line so that
it is possible to express the relation between rate of creep, r,
and stress, a, by a simple equation
r= 1/1440 a'^'-*.
2000
/^ <^ucc& tnMt ^(n a metal ^^tcutt
MAMMOTH ingoU of steel for war
weapons must be "cropped" or
trimmed at the ends before forging.
Formerly this job was done slowly and
laboriously on a heavy press, but today
the huge ingots are sliced neatly and
quickly by the oxyacetylene flame.
Using a new heavy cutting technique
developed by Airco Research Engineers
and cutting through metal as thick as
36", the oxyacetylene flame trims off
both ends of this ingot at once in ap-
proximately 1 1 minutes, compared to
several hours required by other methods.
The new ingot cutting machine designed
and built by Airco engineers especially
for this job guides the movement of the
oxyacetylene cutting torches in an arc
corresponding to the ingot contour.
This new flame cutting application
typifies the ever-expanding usefulness
of the oxyacetylene flame in American
industry. Spurred by the need for
swifter war production, industries are
finding more and more ways to acceler-
ate manufacturing with oxyacetylene
flame and electric arc processes.
If you want to keep posted on some
of the most recent developments and
applications of oxyacetylene flame and
electric arc processes, write for a free
copy of the illustrated booklet, "Airco
in the News." Please address your re-
quests to Air Reduction, Room 1656,
60 East 42nd Street, New York.
REDUCnON
c/ene>'<il (J/ZiceS:
60 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.
/n Texas:
Mognolia-AJrco Gas Products Co.
Genefol Offices HOUSTON, TEXAS
OFFICES IN All PRINCIPAL CITIES
ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING FOR GAS WELDING OR CUTTING AND ARC WELDING
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Hiuiiins
AMERICAN DRAWING INKS FOR
S<^-/\/{,[o^u^ctipt, You may have one or many bolllcs
of Higgins Inks on hand, but «c
know you haven't this new Book
on Lettering with Higgins Inks.
32 Script Alphabets chosen for
range and character are part of this
book that you vill truly welcome.
Many passages on manuscript let-
teringandengrossing. Il-
lustrations on every page.
PRICE jOc PEH COI'Y
Art Teachers writing on
School stationery and
mentioning this publication
are enlilled to one copy
Free of Charge.
This offer good only for
month in which this ad is
published.
HIGGIIIS /j\K CO., /J\C
27/ JV/jVTH .ST.. BfiOOKJVJN' .V V,
The Lufkin Metallic is the best of woven tapes. Coated
line with metallic warp resists wear, moisture, stretching
and fraying. Large, clear markings make it easy to read.
When equipped with folding hook ring, measurements
can be easily taken unassisted.
See it at your dealer and write for free catalog.
UFKIN
PROBLEMS IN TESTING PLASTICS
( (Ifjiiliiiiicd fi'iin Piii/c 18)
of impoitaiice when one coiisideis that the same t\pe of
material may be used in a propeller with high frequencies
of vibration, and an airciaft wing with low frequencies
of \ibration.
Tile effect of speed of fatigue testing on the enduiance
limit of cellulose acetate is shown in Figure 9'. This diagram
shows that the endurance limit decreases as the speed of
testing increases up to about 750 cycles per min. Abo\e
this speed the endurance limit remains nearly constant.
Effect of Range of Stress
In the fatigue tests mentioned above, the stress cycle
was completely reversed i.e., the specimen was bent the
same amount in both directions so that the ma.ximum com-
pression stress in a cycle was equal to the ina.ximum tension
stress. This is frequently not the case, however, in service.
A propeller, for example, is subjected to tension stresses
resulting from centrifugal forces. In addition stresses are
set up due to vibration of the propeller blade. This vibra-
tion causes a repeated stress which changes in magnitude
but is not completely reversed. It is alwa\s tension.
A cycle of stress may be resolved itito two components
a constant or nudii \alue of stress and an (dtcnuiliiuj
stress. For example the mean stress in a propeller is caused
by the cetitrifugal forces (plus aerodynamic forces) and
the alternating stress is caused by vibration. For the fatigue
tests mentioned above the mean stress was zero, and the
endurance limit was the magnitude of the maximimi alter-
nating stress which would not cause fracture after an
indefinitely large number of cycles. When the mean stress
is not zero the corresponding value of maximum alternating
stress which will not catisc fracture may be defined as the
endurance limit of the material for that value of the mean
stress.
The endurance limit of cellulose acetate is plotted
against the mean stress of the cycle in Figme 10 for several
values of mean stress'. These data show that the endurance
limit decreases with an increase in the mean stress of the
CNcle, when the mean stress is a tension stress.
«
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN • NEW YORK CITV
TAPES .-RULES . PRECISION TOOLS
Relation of Tests to Design
Unfortunately the results of laborator\' tests can be
,
applied directly to a design problem onh in the case of |
very simple structures. I^esigners are not yet able to
solve design problems completely when all the variables
are included. Nor have testing engineers yet been able
to evaluate the effect of all factors which influence the
properties of materials. L iitil such a time as it becomes
possible to evaluate the effect of all variables in terms of
a rational design, it is necessary to correlate results of
laboratory tests with service tests before the full meanings
of laboratory tests of a material are established.
REFERENCES
1. \V. F. Bartoe, "Service Temperature Flow Characteristicsl
of Thermoplastics," Mcdianiial EiK/hicrriiK/, \'n\. fit, No. 12,1
December, 1939,
2. T. S. Carswell, V). Telfair. R. \'. HaslaMt;cr, "Temperature j
vs. Strength for Phenolics," MnJnii I'laslUs, \'ol. 19, No. 11, Julv, i
1942, p. 65.
5. W. N. Fiiidlcy, "Mechanical Tests of Cellulose Acetate,"
Proiecdimis, .American Societv for Testing Materials, Vol. 41,
p. 1231, i941; Modern Plasliis Vol. 19, Sept., 1941, p. 57.
4. W. N. Findlcy, "Mechanical Tests of Cellulose -Acetate
—
Part II on Creep," Pro<ri;linr/s .American Societv for Testing Ma-
terials, \'ol. 42, 1942; Modi-ni Plastus, Vol. 19.' Aug., 1942, p. 71.
5. W. N. Findley, "Mechanical Tests of Cellulose Acetate
Part III," Presented at the .Annual meeting of the .American
Societv of Mechanical Engineers, 1942; Mndiin Pltistiis, \'ol 20,
March, 1943, p. 99.
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Something for you
to do^ afterward ?
A MESSAGE TO MEN ON COLLEGE CAMPUSES
At no time in all the years we have been
the confidant of young men approaching a
career have we been so sure of the oppor-
tunity implicit in your future.
Today, your campus may not be of your
own choosing. Your courses, your schedules
almost all are pointed toward immediate
necessity. Your career is set.
Have you a true conception of how much
your special training means to your coun-
try? To Victory?
We think you do. But, honestly, don't you
catch yourself wondering whether there is
really going to be something for you to do,
afterward? Are you sometimes in doubt of
what's to come after NOW?
We say to you: There is a world to be
made anew.
That world is going to offer you creative
opportunity surpassing anything we old-
timers have ever seen. You are going to
have tools and materials and knowledge to
work with such as no generation ever had.
We think you are going to find not only
a country, but a whole world, waiting for
your talents.
And we know that in this country you are
going to find a point-of-view throughout
industry which is a new thing under the sun.
Already countless leaders in industry are
laying plans which are based on flat accept-
ance of tlie principle tliat their first respon-
sibility, after all-out production for war, is
to make postwar jobs.
We at Alcoa are one group of such men.
We are Imagineering now, for you. We
intend to do everything we know how to
make aluminum make jobs, whether they
may be witli us, or in a thousand other
industries which will be using Alcoa Alumi-
num when it is again available.
Wherever you are in service, you will
surely be in, or around, or supported by,
American airplanes. Will you remember
two things: They are made largely of
Alcoa Aluminum. And, the folks who make
that metal are even now Imagineering for
your future.
A PARENTHETICAL ASIDE: FROM THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF
ALCOA1 ALCOA ALUMINUM
• This message is printed by Aluminum Company of America to help people to
understand ivhal ive do and what sort of men make aluminum grow in usefulness.
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• Complete description of famous Harrisburg Steels.
• Official S. A. E. Standard Steel Specifications.
• The story of Plate-made Manganese and Lightweight
High Pressure Cylinders.
• Description, complete tables and blueprints of quality
oilfields products.
• Table of weights of Drop and Hollow Forgings.
• The latest information on Harrisburg Liquifiers or
converters.
• Handsomely bound, well illustrated, contains 102 pages.
Size of page 8'/2 x- 1 1 inches.
HARRISBURG STEEL CORPORATION
HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA
who have been awarded the Army-Navy "E"
for high achievement in production
What is an Electronic Device?
An clfctronic de\ice is one in which
the electron is set free from the atom
nucleus around which it ordinarily re-
volves, according to I)r Joseph Slepian,
associate director of the Westinghouse
Research Laboratories. A copper wire
is not an electronic device because its
electrons are only partially separated
from their atoms. Electrons wander
from the neighborhood of one neucleus
to the neighborhood of another, but
they are ne\er farther than a billionth-
of-an-inch or so awa\' from the center
of any atom. In the radio tube, which
has been pumped free of air and other
gases, the separation between electron
and atom is approximately 10,000 times
greater than in the wire. Therefore,
the radio tube is truly an electronic
device.
Fluorescence and Phosphorescence
The two terms "fluorescence" and
"phosphorescence" are sometimes con-
fused. They both represent the ability
of certain substances to transform some
form of energy into visible light. The
results are indistinguishable to the eye,
but between them there is one important
difference. Fluorescence lasts only while
the exciting energy source or viltra\iolet
"black light" is present; phosphorescence
continues after the light has been re-
moved.
Lightning Goes Down, Then Up
Lightning bounces upward from the
ground along a heated path 200 times
as fast as it flashes downward from
the clouds, Charles F. Wagner of
Westinghouse recenth' pointed out to
the Academy of Science and Art in
Pittsburgh. The most brilliant part
of a lightning stroke mo\es upward
from the earth to the cloud at a speeil
of 20,000 miles per second — fast
enough to make a round-the-world trip
before you can draw a deep breath.
The downward drive of the stroke is
at the rate of only 100 miles a second,
and its light is so feeble that it often
fails to make any impression on photo-
graphic film. The luminous upward
stroke moves along a highway of ionized
air established by the earlier stroke from
cloud to ground. Since onl\' a few ten-
thousandths of a second separate the
two strokes, the human eye sees them as
one.
22
Weighs Oxygen Atoms
A single layer of oxygen atoms on
a sli\er of steel the size of a safety
razor blade can be weighed by a sensi-
tive balance in the Westinghouse Re-
search Laboratories. Such a layer
weighs two hundred-millionths of an
ounce, or about a hundredth as much
as a speck of pepper.
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The winged ingot is a symbol of
freedom. It is a graphic expression
of Dow's recovery of magnesium,
lightest of the light metals, from
sea water to release our airplanes
from hampering weight.
Also, it is a symbol of things to
come. When peace returns the
freedom of American enterprise
will permit the full use of Dow's
vast magnesium production to speed
transportation of passengers and
freight by air and lighten tasks in
industry, business and the home.
Millions of pounds of Dow mag-
nesium, extracted from the inex-
haustible sources of the sea and
from Michigan brine—as well as
Dow facilities already established
for the fabrication of Dowmetal
castings and wrought products
—
will then be available to give this
symbol of freedom— the flying ingot
— its fullest significance.
THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, MIDLAND, MICHIGAN
New York— St. Louis—Chicago—Houston—San Francisco—Loa Angeles— Seattle
MAGNESIUM CHEMICALS INDISPENSABLETO INDUSTRY AND VICTORY
PRODUCER SINCE 1916
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This Merry-go-round has
gone to war!
r 1 . It takes a lot of parts tomake a Jeep. And this "merry-go-
round" has the job of grinding
some of those parts (those with
flat surfaces) ... in a hurry!
By rotating a large number of
pieces beneath a Carborundum
made disc wheel, it surface
grinds them in a fraction of
the time required by older
methods. This process is one
which Carborundum helped develop
^
2. Surface ground parts for jeeps, tanks
and other weapons just couldn't be fin-
ished one at a time; production would be
hopelessly low. The introduction of disc
wheels and the "merry-go-round" surface
grinder put surface grinding on a real
mass production basis. The method can be
used to generate flat surfaces to preci-
sion tolerances, on smallest pieces or on
massive forgings and castings. It speeds
production of many vital war items from
valve springs to connecting rods, from
piston rings to clutch plates!
3. You'll come to know Carborundum-
made products well when you take your
place in industry. Whenever you en-
counter a problem abrasives might
solve, please feel free to call on
us. The Carborundum Company, Niagara
Falls, New York.
I arborundum is b rcKistvrvd trBde-tnarh of nnd indr-
rmles manufacture by The Carbarundum Company.
1
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The Goblin that
works for America
The inquisitive alchemists of the Middle Ages
were looking for silver. Repeatedly, they smelted
certain ores and got a silvery-looking metal. But it
was only silvery-looking. It never turned out to he
silver. So the alchemists thought that a malicious
spirit was thwarting them, and they called the
strange metal Kobold, meaning goblin.
Today that same goblin, known in America as
cobalt, has become one of this country's great fight-
ing elements. Cobalt is alloyed with chromium and
tungsten to make "Haynes Stellite" alloys which have
the property of "red hardness." Metal-cutting tools
made of these alloys keep on cutting even when red
hot! Cobalt improves red hardness and toughness
in other kinds of metal-cutting tools. Thus, cobalt
has contributed greatly to the tremendous output
of planes, tanks, guns, and other war materials.
Cobalt is also used to produce improved magnet
steels. Permanent magnets of cobalt-tungsten steel
are more powerful, and last longer. Permanent mag-
nets are necessary in much electrical equipment.
This country's cobalt formerly came from Bel-
gium, where it was refined from African ores found
in the Belgian Congo.
As war clouds loomed, and as accelerated Ameri-
can industry made rapid inroads on the stockpiles
shipped out of Belgium during 1938 and 1939, Elec-
tro Metallurgical Company, a unit of UCC,
designed and built facilities in this country for the
Belgians. Electromet now operates these facilities
60 that Haynes Stellite Company, another Unit
of UCC, and other American companies can have
the cobalt they need for essential war work. Opera-
tions began in 1941. Today, these facilities annually
produce more cobalt than was ever imported in any
year previously.
BUY UNITED STATES WAR BONDS AND STAMPS
RED HOT. . . STILL CUTTING I
Faster production of metal
equipment of all kinds is
made possible by high-
speed metal-rutting tools
containing cobalt.
SIGHTED SUB! Better radio
transmitting tubes and im-
proved electrical equip-
ment are assured by cobalt.
CALLING HEADQUARTERS I
Telephones and other elec-
trical equipment require
permanent magnets. The
better magnet alloys con-
tain cobalt.
WEAR-FIGHTER I Planes fly
farther with fewer repairs,
thanks to exhaust valves
protected with "Haynes
Stellite" cobalt-chromium-
tungsten alloys.
UNION CARBIDE AND CARBON CORPORATION
30 East 42nd Street EH3 New York, N. Y.
principal Products and Units in the United States
ALLOYS AND MRALS
Electro Metallurgical Conrpanj
Haynes Stellite Company
United Stales Vanadiiun Corporation
CHEMICALS
Carbide and Carbon CfaemicaU Corporallon
ELECTRODES, CARBONS AND BAHERIES
National Carbon Company. Inc.
INDUSTRIAL GASES AND CARBIDE
The Linde Air Products Company
The Oxweld Railroad Service Company
The Presl-O-Lite Company, Inc.
PLASTICS
Bakelite Corporation
Plastics Division of Carbide and Carbon
Chemicals Corporation
IJ"
k ^^^;SiaC^^
PLASTIC SURGERY
MISTER FIVE BY FIVE had nothing on radio an-
tenna enclosures until the "doctors" of the G-E
Plastics Laboratory (PhD's, not MD's) went to work on
the problem of streamlining. The result was a plastic
housing that a plane hardlv knows it's carrying.
That's just one wartime activity of the Laboratory
chemists. They're also concocting plastics for fuse caps
on mortar shells and for a vast variety of parts for battle-
ships, tanks, and what-have-you's.
The name "plastics" covers a lot of different ma-
terials. These G-E chemists are applying the most pre-
cise and ingenious chemical techniques to increase that
variety. So, if a special job requires a material with
combined properties that no existing material has, they
go to work to cook up an entirely new plastic to
fill the bill.
The whole story can't begin to be told vet. But when it
can, you'll be amazed at how far plastics have gone in
wartime, and how many new peacetime jobs they'll be
ready to tackle afterward.
PUT A NfCKEL IN IT
NICKEL'S gone to war. But that doesn't mean that
the juke box and pay telephone will soon be
operating on a diet of "wooden nickels" and slugs. For
every self-respecting coin-operated machine has a magnet
attachment that refuses to accept all coins that do not
have the magnetic properties of genuine ones.
So, when a new formula for the five-cent piece was
needed in order to save nickel and copper for war serv-
ice, it had to have magnetic properties close to those
of the old-fashioned nickel. A number of metallurgical
experts were asked for their advice.
Your guess is as good as the next as to whose advice
was finally followed, but the formula submitted by the
metallurgical section of the G-E Research Laboratory
was pretty close to the one picked. The new "nickel"
doesn't have any nickel in it, and has lost 19 per cent of
its copper—and the metals saved are on their way to
hit thejap-pot.
/AP NAP
ONE night Hirohito had a nightmare. He dreamt
that Shangri Las were springing up all over and
planes were swarming over him like tlies.
Perhaps that nightmare is nearer reality than his
Imperial Nibs knows. For now, in practically no time
at all, any open field, even though the ground is soft,
can be transformed into a hard runway for American
bombers starting off to make hay of enemy objectives.
To turn the trick, flexible steel mats are laid along
the field. By means of resistance-welding machines
guided by G-E electronic tubes, steel bars are automati-
cally joined together to form these mats. The speed far
exceeds that of a crew of hand welders.
On some dark night, in some deserted spot, our army
engineers will swiftly unload these steel mats, joining
them into a smooth, solid runway. And presto! Hiro-
hito's nightmare will become a grim reality. General
Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Listen to the "Hour 0/ Charm" 10 p.m. EXTT Suntiays on NBC
ami the G-E tiens with Frazier Hunt 6 p.m. EWT Tuesdays,
Thursdays, a>id Saturdays on CBS and .imerican (F-M) networks.
GENERALm ELECTRIC
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